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TOP GUNS IN AVIATION LAW

L epresenting clients in aviation law cases requires high-level

expertise in the intricate aspects of aviation, as well as the

relevant laws of each state or nation. Every aviation law

case demands tenacious research, technical investigations and

innovative legal strategies.

Led by former NASA senior aerospace engineer, Michael L. Slack,

the Slack & Davis aviation law team of John C. “Rusty” Allman,

Ladd C. Sanger (Dallas office), Mike Davis and Donna Bowen

offers clients many, many combined years of experience in

aviation and in aviation law. This depth and breadth of experience

provides clients with tremendous leverage in complex lawsuits

involving corporate entities, commercial airlines, offshore oil

corporations and aircraft manufacturers.

Slack, Allman and Sanger are all licensed airplane pilots, and

Sanger is also a licensed helicopter pilot. Because of our

attorneys’ piloting experience, they have keen insight into what

goes on in the cockpit of an aircraft and the relationships between

pilots, aircraft, weather factors and ground control. 

Co-founder Mike Davis and partner Donna Bowen focus on the

legal intricacies of aviation cases, damage presentation and

settlement negotiation. Please see all of our attorneys bio’s in the

back of this brochure for more information.

In product liability cases, Slack & Davis attorneys have successfully

represented clients in cases where aircraft crashed due to

defective parts or designs that were unreasonably dangerous.

When litigating claims against manufacturers, plaintiffs’ firms must

be well-prepared to match the well-funded legal teams of

multimillion dollar corporations.

In addition to aviation injury and death claims, our firm litigates

commercial aviation cases. Our industry expertise and nimble

structure enable us to pursue claims with cost-effective speed.

R

With Slack & Davis on 

your side, you have a 

potent combination of 

legal exper tise, technical

knowledge and innovative

cour troom strategy — a

combination that can be

your winning edge.



Experience counts. 

Our attorneys have successfully

l i t igated multimil l ion-dollar

claims against some of the

world’s largest air carriers.

Because no claim is alike,

future results depend on the

facts of each case.
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L he crash of a commercial airliner can be one of the world’s

most complicated tragedies. Establishing the cause and

liable parties is a time-intensive, technical process that

involves the National Transportation Safety Board, Federal

Aviation Administration and independent investigators working on

behalf of victims, their families, commercial carriers and aircraft

manufacturers.

In 1996, after the TWA crash that killed 230 people off Long

Island, Congress passed the Aviation Disaster Family Assistance

Act. This law requires that the families of airline accident victims

be treated with a higher standard of care and respect. Following

are the key points:

• Family members should be given time to notify other relatives

before passengers’ names are made public. 

• Airlines must offer crisis counseling. 

• Airlines must make hotel rooms and food available. 

• Airlines must help family members retrieve dental records and

X-rays to identify the victims. 

• Airlines must provide transportation to and from the crash site. 

• Airlines should consult family members about a memorial. 

When lawsuits are filed against the airline or other major

corporation, plaintiffs’ attorneys must battle strong and well-funded

defense teams. That’s when the aviation legal expertise provided

by Slack & Davis attorneys can be a welcome relief to families of

those killed in air crashes, as well as passengers who were

fortunate enough to survive.

After a commercial plane crashes, the airline’s insurance company

may contact survivors or victims’ families to offer a settlement for

their losses.  The airline may also offer a cash advance to help

defray the immediate costs resulting from the accident.

Survivors or the victims’ families should not accept any offers 

or sign any documents before speaking to an attorney who 

is knowledgeable in aviation accident cases. Accepting a 

settlement from the insurer will require individuals to waive their

rights to further actions against the insurer or other potentially

liable parties involved.

COMMERCIAL AIRLINE CRASHES
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Crashes involving international

flights are governed by a 

treaty ratified by more 

than 60 international parties. 

Slack & Davis attorneys have

successfully litigated claims

throughout the United States 

and in several foreign countries.
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L lack & Davis aviation attorneys, working with local 

co-counsel, litigate cases throughout the United States and

many foreign countries. Our attorneys have handled cases

involving crashes that occurred in many nations beyond U.S.

borders, including Belize, Canada, Chile, Dominican Republic,

France, Guatemala, Haiti, Kenya, Mexico, Nigeria, South Africa

and Venezuela.

Our team’s knowledge of the differing international laws that

govern injuries, wrongful death and survivor actions in aviation

cases enables them, where appropriate, to file suit in jurisdictions

most advantageous to our clients. For example, under the new

Montreal Convention, clients have the option of filing and pursuing

the matter in the location where they reside permanently.

The Montreal Convention of 1999 became effective November 4,

2003, combining the tenets from the original Warsaw Convention

of 1929, the Hague Protocol, Montreal Protocols 3 and 4,

Guatemala City Protocol and Guadalajara Supplementary

Convention of 1961.

In summary, the Montreal Convention gives passengers much

broader protection when injured on international flights. Under the

convention, a carrier is liable — without proof of fault — in the

event of death or bodily injury of a passenger caused by an

accident on board the aircraft or in the course of any of the

operations of embarking or disembarking.

For further information about the Montreal Convention, please see

our Web site or contact either of our offices.

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS
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A legal team comprised 

of a former NASA 

aerospace engineer, a

former commercial air l ine

captain, three airplane pilots

and one helicopter pilot

provides clients with

tremendous leverage in

general aviation cases.
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L ost air crashes occur in general aviation flights, such as

privately-owned and operated aircraft. Over the years, our

independent investigations in general aviation cases have

shown that crashes result from a complex range of causes, such as

pilot negligence, pilot error, poorly designed aircraft, defective

parts, inadequate safety training, incompetent ground operations

or faulty maintenance.

Although the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)

investigates the cause of every air accident in the U.S.A. and

publishes a “probable cause” finding, the results of NTSB

investigations cannot be used as evidence in air crash litigation.

That’s why it is vital for clients involved in air crash cases to have

independent investigations conducted on their behalf.

Because our attorneys have broad and lengthy experience in 

the technical aspects of aviation, we have the right people to

handle your claim. Litigation involving general aviation accidents

may involve numerous claims against several defendants. Only an

experienced team with technical credentials, aviation industry

experience, legal tenacity and top-gun investigative resources can

fully identify all potentially liable parties.

The challenges of proving causation can be complex. Yet, by

applying a wealth of expertise to claims of true merit, the

knowledgeable attorneys at Slack & Davis have successfully

represented clients in many challenging general aviation cases.

GENERAL AVIATION CASES
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Our aviation team has the

hands-on technical expertise

and industry knowledge to

help identify the causes

leading to a senseless

helicopter crash. And we’ll

do our best to ensure 

a similar accident won’t

happen again.
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L hether it’s an offshore helicopter, air ambulance or charter

helicopter on tour, every helicopter accident case presents

unique and complicated legal challenges. Slack & Davis

attorneys have extensive experience in a variety of helicopter

accident claims.

Helicopters transporting workers to offshore oil rigs in the Gulf of

Mexico have met with tragedy far too often, due in part to the

number of flights, demand for service in poor weather and

mechanical failures. Litigation of offshore accidents involves a

complicated mix of admiralty laws, international treaties, federal

regulations and state tort laws.

For example, the Jones Act is a federal admiralty law that protects

workers who are injured while working on U.S. territorial waters.

When an offshore helicopter crashes into the Gulf of Mexico,

resulting litigation may fall under jurisdiction of the Jones Act

because the flight operation has a significant relationship to

traditional maritime activity.

In addition, when offshore helicopter accidents occur beyond 12

nautical miles, the Death on the High Seas Act (DOHSA) may

apply. In certain instances, this act can limit the non-economic

damages, such as “care, comfort and companionship,” that

plaintiffs might be entitled to receive under other statutory or

common-law schemes.

In complicated situations such as these, Slack & Davis attorneys

offer clients the legal savvy, technical knowledge and financial

resources to pursue cases against formidable adversaries. As

always, our mission is to aggressively seek advantageous

resolutions for our clients.

HELICOPTER CRASH LITIGATION
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Air ambulances are 

supposed to save lives, 

not take them. When

airplanes and helicopters 

are used indiscriminately to

transport patients and

accident victims late at 

night, over long distances or

during inclement weather, 

a disaster can result.
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L ir ambulances, including medical helicopters and medical

transport planes, are supposed to save lives, not take them.

In the event of an air ambulance crash, patients being

transported for emergency care may suffer more severe injuries or

even death. In addition, the heroic paramedics, flight nurses and

pilots may lose their lives or be severely injured.

Some of the factors contributing to medical helicopter accidents

are flying in poor weather, at night or over long distances. In most

medical transport operations, the pilot decides whether to fly, often

times under pressure from the first responders on the ground, such

as police or ground paramedics.

Even in the best flying conditions medical helicopters have crashed

due to poor maintenance of the aircraft, poor oversight of third

party helicopter operators by sponsoring hospitals and inadequate

pilot training.

In addition, medical helicopters are sometimes used in

unwarranted situations, such as when a patient has non-life-

threatening injuries. In those cases, ground ambulance transport

could be the safer option.

As a result of our firm’s independent investigations in medical

helicopter crash cases, lead aviation attorney Michael L. Slack

authored and presented a paper at the Southern Methodist

University Air Law Symposium about his concern for the safety of

air ambulance operations. Entitled “Air Ambulance Operations:

Enhancing Public Safety or Causing Unnecessary Tragedy,” the

paper has generated national media reports advocating a system

to ensure greater safety in air ambulance operations.

AIR AMBULANCES / MEDICAL HELICOPTERS
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Slack & Davis has been

trusted to represent some of

our nation’s brightest fallen

stars, including the families

of musicians Stevie Ray

Vaughan, three members of

Reba McEntire’s band,

Walter Hyatt and Jim Croce.
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L ir crashes that result in the death of celebrities or other

prominent individuals often receive national attention.

Sadly, entertainers and other VIPs face increased risks of

dying in air crashes because of their frequent travel and

demanding touring schedules.

When litigating cases involving the death of prominent persons,

Slack & Davis seeks to direct the inevitable media attention toward

issues of prevention and safety. Flying at night in poor weather, or

flying in an overloaded aircraft can lead to a tragedy.

Prominent cases resolved by Slack & Davis include the helicopter

crash that killed blues guitarist, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and three

cases arising from the charter flight crash that killed members of

country-western star Reba McEntire’s band.

The firm also represented the widow and young children of

songwriter and recording artist Walter Hyatt, who died in the

crash of ValuJet 592. Before retirement, Tom Davis, co-founder of

Slack & Davis, handled a case involving the death of rocker Jim

Croce.

Representing surviving families in such cases requires special

sensitivity to the families and victims involved. It also requires the

ability to project, document and recover potential future earnings

of the deceased.

CELEBRITY CASES
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Businesses need trial

lawyers, too. At Slack &

Davis, our size makes 

us nimble. Our courtroom

expertise makes us savvy.

Our billing structure makes

us a cost-effective solution

for complicated aviation

disputes. 
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LTrial lawyers are successful because they are good at what

they do, not because they focus on one practice area. As our

successful track record in aviation law demonstrates, Slack &

Davis attorneys have the technical aptitudes and legal know-how

to translate highly complex information into winning cases at trial.

In business aviation disputes, our clients range from small

businesses to corporations, and we represent both plaintiffs 

and defendants (in separate matters). Because of our firm’s

economic resources, we are able to represent selected plaintiffs 

on contingent-fee basis. This means there are no fees or litigation

expenses unless Slack & Davis obtains a recovery on our 

client’s behalf.* Please ask our attorneys if your case qualifies for

this fee structure.

Other business aviation cases are handled on an hourly-fee basis.

Because Slack & Davis does not have hundreds of attorneys and

layers of management, our firm can provide cost-effective solutions

without a bureaucratic maze of hourly charges.

With Slack & Davis as your counsel, you benefit from our many

years experience at trial. Our ability to quickly anticipate the legal

maneuvers of opposing counsel gives our clients a winning edge

Please let us know how we can be of assistance.

*The firm’s legal fees are computed as a percentage of the total recovery obtained. 
If no recovery is obtained, costs such as previous expenses remain the responsibility 
of the client.

BUSINESS AVIATION

T





www.slackdavis.com

Austin Office
2705 Bee Cave Road

Suite 220
Austin, Texas 78746

(512) 795-8686

Dallas Office
2911 Turtle Creek Blvd.

Suite 1400
Dallas, Texas 75219

(214) 528-8686

(800) 455-8686
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